CLIFF HANGER TO GOAL TO GO

CONVERSION KIT

The CLIFF HANGER to GOAL TO GO Conversion Kit is equipped with all the necessary hardware required including individual drawings for location of items, and a step by step written procedure to eliminate confusion.

READ THIS ENTIRE PROCEDURE PRIOR TO ATTEMPTING THE CONVERSION.
CLIFF HANGER TO GOAL TO GO

PARTS LIST

1. Goal To Go Manual, Part No. 12G-10-222M
2. Goal To Go Schematics, Part No. 12G-10-222S
3. Goal To Go E-Proms, Part No. 56A-6-2764
4. Goal To Go Laser Disc, Part No. 58A-222-A1
5. Goal To Go Control Panel, Part No. 13D-171
6. Goal To Go Marquee, Part No. 13D-170
7. Goal To Go Decal Set:
   1. Cabinet Side, Part No. 13A-160 (2)
   2. Cabinet Front, Part No. 13A-161 (1)
   3. Monitor Decal, Part No. 13D-169 (1)
8. Goal To Go Modification Instructions, Part No. 12A-536
CONVERSION PROCEDURE

1. Disconnect all power from the cabinet.
2. Unlock and remove component and disc access doors (See Dwg. #1).
3. Unlock and open coin door.
4. Disconnect and remove control panel.
5. Pull Electronics Assembly forward to access Electronics Board cover.
6. Unlock and rotate cover open to access electronics boards.
7. Rotate G.S.I. Board to access ZPU Board.
8. Remove the five game program roms (see dwg. #2) and replace with the five game roms for Goal To Go.
   Note: Each rom is marked as Rom 0, Rom 1, Rom 2, Rom 3, Rom 4; and the ZPU board is marked to show each rom socket. Insert Rom 0 into Rom 0 socket, Rom 1 into Rom 1 & etc. Exercise care that pin 1 of rom is inserted into pin 1 of rom socket and that none of the rom pins are bent and all pins are in the socket.
9. Check all switch settings on the ZPU Board per Goal To Go Operations Manual.
10. Replace the Electronic Assembly into the cabinet reversing the above procedure.
11. Replace and connect Goal To Go Control Panel.
12. Remove Marquee Panel and replace with Goal To Go Marquee Panel.
13. Remove Cliff Hanger side decals from the cabinet.
14. Add new Goal To Go decals (see Dwg. #1).
15. Pull Disc Assembly forward to access disc.
16. Connect power to the cabinet and replace laser disc with new Goal To Go laser disc.
17. Replace Disc Assembly.
19. Replace and lock all doors.

END OF CONVERSION
* NEW CABINET DECAL (BOTH SIDES)
* NEW MARQUEE PANEL
* NEW MONITOR DECAL W. INSTRUCTIONS
* NEW CONTROL PANEL
* NEW CABINET FRONT DECAL

COIN DOOR

CASH BOX DOOR

COMPONENT DOOR

DISC ACCESS DOOR

NOTE:
* INDICATES NEW ITEMS FOR CONVERSION

CLIFF HANGER TO GOAL TO GO CONVERSION

DRAWING # 1